UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM COMMITTEE

Wednesday, February 27, 2019
10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. – Provost’s Conference Room (WH 442)

MINUTES


1. Call to Order - M/S/P
2. Agenda - M/S/P
3. Approval of Minutes
   a. 11/28/2019 – Approved M/S/P
   b. 2/13/2018 – Approved M/S/P
4. Proposals
   a. UCC-18-19-026  CAH  CHS 345  MC
      i. Approved - M/S/P
   b. UCC-18-19-051  CHHSN  MSN 541  DC
      i. Approved - M/S/P
   c. UCC-18-19-052  CHHSN  MSN 542  DC
      i. Approved - M/S/P
   d. UCC-18-19-053  CHHSN  MSN 543  DC
      i. Approved – M/S/P
   e. UCC-18-19-054  CHHSN  KIN 303 & 303L  MC
      i. Tabled pending revision
         1. Adjust units; current calculations do not add us accurately
            a. Less contact time (3hrs), hence cannot be considered a 5 unit class
            b. Define online assessment
            c. Title change was indicated but not made
            d. What is the course synchronization?
   f. UCC-18-19-055  CNBS  PSY 351  MC
      i. Approved – M/S/P
   g. UCC-18-19-057  CAH  ITA 110  NC
      i. Approved Pending Revision – M/S/P
      ii. Recommended Revisions
         1. Clarify textbook
         2. Student Learning Outcomes need to be more specific
         3. Committee would like to see complete syllabus
         4. Changes must be submitted within a year
   h. UCC-18-19-058  CAH  ITA 111  NC
      i. Approved Pending Revision – M/S/P
      ii. Recommended Revisions
         1. Clarify textbook
         2. Student Learning Outcomes need to be more specific

FC = frozen course, MC = modified course, NC = new course, RC = retired course FP=frozen program, DP=discontinued program, MP = modified program, NP=new program
3. Committee would like to see complete syllabus
4. Changes must be submitted within a year

i. UCC-18-19-059 CAH POR 110 NC
   i. Approved Pending Revision – M/S/P
   ii. Recommended Revisions
       1. Clarify textbook
       2. Student Learning Outcomes need to be more specific
       3. Remove use of “Italian” from syllabus
       4. Committee would like to see complete syllabus
       5. Changes must be submitted within a year

j. UCC-18-19-060 CAH POR 111 NC
   i. Approved Pending Revision – M/S/P
   ii. Recommended Revisions
       1. Clarify textbook
       2. Student Learning Outcomes need to be more specific
       3. Committee would like to see complete syllabus
       4. Changes must be submitted within a year

k. UCC-18-19-062 CAH ENG 230 NC
   i. Approved Pending Revision – M/S/P
   ii. Recommended Revisions
       1. Remove prerequisites from syllabus

l. UCC-18-19-063 CAH HIS 305 MC
   i. Approved Pending Revision – M/S/P
   ii. Recommended Revisions
       1. List topics covered to link to Program Learning Outcomes
       2. Clarification of description and link to Program Learning Outcomes
       3. Submit Program Learning Outcomes

m. UCC-18-19-064 CAH HIS 352 MC
   i. Approved – M/S/P

n. UCC-18-19-037 CAH B.A. Philosophy MP
   i. Approved – M/S/P

o. UCC-18-19-038 CAH PHI 101 MC
   i. Approved – M/S/P

p. UCC-18-19-039 CAH PHI 250 DC
   i. Approved – M/S/P

q. UCC-18-19-040 CAH PHI 300 MC
   i. Approved – M/S/P

r. UCC-18-19-041 CAH PHI 301 MC
   i. Approved – M/S/P

s. UCC-18-19-042 CAH PHI 303 MC
   i. Approved – M/S/P

t. UCC-18-19-043 CAH PHI 304 MC
   i. Approved – M/S/P

FC = frozen course, MC = modified course, NC = new course, RC = retired course FP=frozen program, DP=discontinued program, MP = modified program, NP=new program
u. UCC-18-19-044  CAH  PHI 305  MC
  i. Approved – M/S/P

v. UCC-18-19-045  CAH  PHI 306->302  MC
  i. Approved – M/S/P

w. UCC-18-19-046  CAH  PHI 316  MC
  i. Approved – M/S/P

x. UCC-18-19-047  CAH  PHI 321  MC
  i. Approved – M/S/P

y. UCC-18-19-048  CAH  PHI 340  NC
  i. Approved – M/S/P

z. UCC-18-19-049  CAH  PHI 365  MC
  i. Approved – M/S/P

aa. UCC-18-19-050  CAH  PHI 384  MC
  i. Approved – M/S/P

5. **Topic for Future Discussion**
   a. Creating and implementation of task force/committee for online/hybrid assessment for proposals
      i. Committee could/would review proposals before UCC review
      ii. Could serve as a standing Senate committee like UCC and GE
      iii. Creation and implementation of policy/protocol for online/hybrid courses

6. **Adjourn – M/S/P**

FC = frozen course, MC = modified course, NC = new course, RC = retired course FP=frozen program, DP=discontinued program, MP = modified program, NP=new program